


 

Question #1 (a) What information about the entity’s rate-regulated activities and the rate-

regulatory environment do you think preparers of financial statements need to include in their 

financial statements or accompanying documents such as management commentary?  Please 

specify what information should be provided in: 

 (i)     the statement of financial position; 

 (ii)    the statement(s) of profit or loss and other comprehensive income; 

 (iii)   the statement of cash flows; 

 (iv)   the note disclosures; or 

 (v)    the management commentary. 
 

(b) How do you think that information would be used by investors and lenders in making 

investment and lending decisions? 

 

(a)We believe that it is critical that preparers of financial statements document the effect that rate 

regulation has on the amount, timing, and certainty of future cash inflows to a rate-regulated 

entity.  In addition, we believe that financial statement users should understand the extent to 

which rate-regulating bodies are regulating the entity’s potential revenues in current and future 

periods. The potential for increasing or decreasing revenues in future periods should be recorded 

as an asset or liability.  When the revenue is recognized, the asset or liability in the statement of 

financial position is derecognized and the effects recognized in the income statement.  

Regulatory deferral accounts need to be included in the statement of financial position. 

Currently, many rate-regulated entities do not recognize deferral balances in their financial 

statements.  According to the Discussion Paper (DP), “rate regulation is a mechanism by which a 

rate regulator (often a government body) imposes a control over the rates that can be charged to 

customers for goods or services (DP 2.10).”  When price rates change, the cash flows and 

revenue of the entity also change.  The regulatory deferral accounts are necessary because they 

help to increase the reliability of ever-changing prices. For example, often-changing utility prices 

can have a negative impact on the financial planning of customers that have minimum income 

levels. The financial statement notes need to disclose the type of rate regulation that the entity is 

subject to under a rate regulator (e.g. defined rate regulation or market rate regulation). It is 

critical that stakeholders understand the level of constringent rules that certainly have a major 

effect on the profitability, future cash inflows, and the resources/claims against an entity.  

Management commentary needs to discuss how rate regulation policy specifically could affect 

the entity’s prospects for future net cash inflows, etc.  Financial statement users would benefit 

from the input of the managers who run the operations of a business on a daily basis. 

 

(b)Investors would use this information to decide whether their capital is being used in the most 

profitable way according to their investment strategy and planning. Investors need to understand 

how the specific rate regulation type that their entity is under affects the viability and ability to 

give the investor the proper return on investment.  Also, the information allows investors to 

compare how the entity is performing as compared to rate-regulated entities in the same or 

similar markets. Rate regulation can have a significant effect on the timing of future cash 

inflows.  Lenders are concerned with whether or not they would be able to recover their capital 

and would be paid timely interest payments. Lenders would analyze the changes in the statement 



of financial position that regulatory deferral accounts would have on the present and future 

ability of an entity to make loan payments in a timely manner.  

 

Question #2 Are you familiar with using financial statements that recognise regulatory deferral 

account balances as regulatory assets or regulatory liabilities, for example, in accordance with 

US generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP) or other local GAAP or in accordance with 

IFRS 14? If so, what problems, if any, does the recognition of such balances cause users of 

financial statements when evaluating investment or lending decisions in rate-regulated entities 

that recognise such balances compared to:  

(a) non-rate-regulated entities; and  

(b)  rate-regulated entities that do not recognize such balances? 

 

Yes, we are familiar with using financial statements that recognize regulatory deferral account 

balances as regulatory assets or regulatory liabilities.  In IFRS 14, an entity that already presents 

financial statements in accordance with IFRS is not eligible to apply IFRS 14.  IFRS 14 permits 

an entity that is a first-time adopter of IFRS to continue to use its previous GAAP accounting 

policies for its rate-regulated activities.  IFRS 14 requires the entity to present these account 

balances as separate line items in the statement of financial position and to present movements in 

these account balances as separate line items in the statement of profit or loss and other 

comprehensive income (OCI). Therefore, the IASB will need to allow the entities that already 

present financial statements in accordance with IFRS to become eligible for the new updates on 

rate regulation policy. We realize that potential problems would arise when users of financial 

statements are evaluating potential investment or lending decisions and have to compare 

financial statements that include regulatory assets or regulatory liabilities. 

 

(a) Overall, we believe that fewer problems are present when users of financial statements 

compare financial statements that recognize regulatory deferral accounts to the financial 

statements of non-rate-regulated entities. Because non-rate-regulated entities would not 

recognize regulatory deferral accounts in their financial statements, it is not necessary to fully 

understand the differences that could be made possible when using deferral accounts because 

financial statement users are comparing different types of entities (a rate-regulated entity to a 

non-rate regulated entity).  The only critical misunderstanding can occur when the financial 

statement user does not understand that regulatory deferral accounts have a major effect on the 

amount and timing of cash inflows and outflows.  Currently under IFRS 14, regulatory deferral 

account balances and the movements in them are presented separately in the statement of 

financial position; the statement of profit or loss; and other comprehensive income, while 

specific disclosures are required.  This means that for comparing against non-rate-regulated 

entities, the financial statement user would not receive the additional financial information that is 

included in recognizing regulatory deferral accounts unless they (1) could understand/translate 

the effects of the deferral accounts; and (2) knew where to locate the separately presented 

information. 

 

(b) When comparing similar rate-regulated entities where one recognizes regulatory deferral 

account balances and another that does not recognize such balances, it is more useful for the 

users of financial statements because they are comparing two entities that should have 

similarities in the structure of their financial statements; however, major potential differences in 



the balances of assets and liabilities are based on whether regulatory deferral account balances 

are recognized.  For example, Company A and Company B is the utility providers for the same 

city.  Company A recognizes regulatory deferral account balances as regulatory assets or 

regulatory liabilities, while Company B does not recognize regulatory deferral account balances.  

The city recently approved a measure that will unexpectedly increase the maximum cap rate by 

20% starting in three months.  Company A would have a regulatory asset recognized in their 

financial statements while Company B would not have a regulatory asset recognized.  Financial 

statement users comparing the two companies would see two completely different results based 

on the issue of whether the entity recognized regulatory deferral account balances. 

 

Question #3 Do you agree that, to progress this project, the IASB should focus on a defined type 

of rate regulation (see Section 4) in order to provide a common starting point for a more focused 

discussion about whether rate regulation creates a combination of rights and obligations for 

which specific accounting guidance or requirements might need to be developed (see paragraphs 

3.6–3.7 of the DP)? If not, how do you suggest that the IASB should address the diversity in the 

types of rate regulation summarized in Section 3? 

 

Yes, we believe that the IASB should focus on a defined type of rate regulation to progress the 

project in order to provide a common starting point for a more focused discussion about whether 

rate regulation creates a combination of rights and obligations for which specific accounting 

guidance or requirements might need to be developed.  In addition, we believe that the IASB 

should focus on defined rate regulation to progress the project because this type of rate 

regulation most clearly creates a combination of rights and obligations.  Defined rate-regulated 

entities are significantly different than non-rate-regulated entities because the goods and services 

provided by entities under defined rate regulation are (1) essential to the customer; and (2) the 

customer has little or no choice to purchase the goods or services from the rate-regulated entity.  

For the vast majority of non-rate-regulated entities, these two factors are not the case; the goods 

are not always essential, the free market develops competition, and the competition sets the 

specified price that customers are willing to pay.  Because of such a difference in the economics 

of these two types of entities, there has not been as much of a focus on accounting guidance or 

requirements for rate-regulated entities compared to the amount of accounting guidance that has 

been issued for non-rate-regulated entities.  Therefore, focusing on defined rate regulation will 

enable the IASB to start setting accounting principles and providing guidance in developing 

financial reporting standards.  Once the accounting principles are developed for defined rate-

regulated entities, additional issues will arise because the differences between defined rate-

regulated entities and non-rate-regulated entities are substantial, or ‘black and white. ‘For 

example, market regulation is not as stringent as defined rate regulation, but rate regulating 

policies exist that govern its rate-setting abilities.  Market rate regulation could create ‘gray’ 

areas where the IASB would have to develop additional guidance or requirements.  However, 

focusing on defined rate regulation will create a reference point for any potential issues. 

  



 

Question #4 Paragraph 2.11 notes that the IASB has not received requests for it to develop 

special accounting requirements for the form of limited or ‘market’ rate regulation that is used to 

supplement the inefficient competitive forces in the market (see paragraphs 3.30–3.33). 

(a) Do you agree that this type of rate regulation does not create a significantly different 

 economic environment and, therefore, does not require any specific accounting 

 requirements to be developed? If not, why not? 

(b) If you agree that this type of rate regulation does not require any specific accounting 

 requirements, do you think that the IASB should, alternatively, consider developing 

 specific disclosure requirements? If so, what would you propose and why? 

 

(a) We agree that market rate regulation does not create a significantly different economic 

environment.  “The IASB has been told that, in these cases (market rate regulation), the actions 

of management usually have a much greater influence than the rate regulator over the total 

amount of revenue and profit for the period, and the associated cash flows (DP 2.11).”  In non-

rate-regulated entities, the actions of management have the greatest amount of influence over 

revenue and profit amounts.  With market rate regulation, managers have the greatest influence 

over how much revenue and profit the entity generates over a certain period.  For example, an 

entity would be able to reduce its total costs to increase profitability or reduce its selling price to 

increase market share. Therefore, the similarities between market rate-regulated entities and non-

rate-regulated entities are too close to consider that there is a significantly different economic 

environment created with market rate regulation.  We believe that this is why the IASB has not 

received requests to develop specific accounting requirements for market rate regulation. 

 

(b) Alternatively, we believe that it would be beneficial to financial statement users to disclose 

the change in the price cap as well as the entity’s price rate per unit from period to period to 

compare changes over time and across entities.  In addition to financial statement users being 

able to see the trends of the price cap over time, we believe that it is more critical to the user to 

be able to compare how large or small the gap is between the entity’s price rate per unit in 

comparison to the capped price per unit.  Also, this information gives the users of financial 

statements the ability to compare the various suppliers in a specific market in order to determine 

the most appropriate way to either invest their capital in an entity or lend funds to an entity. 

  



 

Question #5 Paragraphs 4.4–4.6 summarize the key features of defined rate regulation. These 

features have been the focus of the IASB’s exploration of whether defined rate regulation creates 

a combination of rights and obligations for which specific accounting guidance or requirements 

might be developed in order to provide relevant information to users of general purpose financial 

statements. 

 

(a) Do you think that the description of defined rate regulation captures an appropriate 

 population of rate-regulatory schemes within its scope? If so, why? If not, why not? 

(b) Do you think that any of the features described should be modified in order to include or 

 exclude particular types of rate-regulatory schemes or rate-regulated activities included 

 within the scope of defined rate regulation? Please specify and give reasons to support 

 any modifications to the features that you suggest, with particular reference to why the  

 features may or may not give rise to circumstances that result in particular information 

 needs for users of the financial statements. 

(c)  Are there any additional features that you think should be included to establish the scope 

 of defined rate regulation or would you omit any of the features described? Please specify 

 and give reasons to support any features that you would add or omit. 

 

(a) Yes, we believe that the description of defined rate regulation captures an appropriate 

population of rate-regulatory schemes within its scope.  In section 4.4 and 4.5 of the DP, the 

description of defined rate regulation holds the key information to distinguish a defined rate 

regulation system.  In section 4.4 (a), the situation requiring a defined rate regulation system is 

established.  When no effective competition to supply the good or service is available and the 

rate-regulated goods or services are essential to customers, an appropriate atmosphere exists for a 

rate regulation system to take place.  Rate-regulatory schemes require these two conditions.  

Sections 4.4 (b) and (c) establish that parameters can be set for both rates (prices) and parameters 

that maintain a certain quality and availability of rate-regulated goods or services.  It is critical to 

establish the rate regulator’s key abilities and responsibilities under a rate-regulatory scheme.  

With goods and services that are essential to customers, it can be detrimental to the customers 

when prices for essentials are fluctuating at a rate that is out of control.  Budgeting becomes 

nearly impossible.  However, the entities must have a rate of return that will sustain the entity 

and return a profit that is viable to the entity’s stockholders.  In section 4.5, a revenue 

requirement is mentioned.  The revenue requirement represents the amount of consideration an 

entity can receive in return for providing a good or service.  It is critical to recognize which 

group or regulator sets the allowable revenue to the entity.  In addition, we believe that it is 

important that the entity understands the regulator’s process of changing rates and the basis for 

changing those rates. 

 

(b) We believe that a feature of defined rate regulation that could be modified.  In section 4.4 (a), 

the phrase, “it applies in situations in which customers have little or no choice but to purchase 

the goods or services from the rate-regulated entity,” could be additionally clarified.  When 

discussing whether customers have little or no choice but to purchase goods or services from the 

rate-regulated entity, the IASB is discussing a lack of competition in a particular market.  We 

believe that additional clarification distinguishing what is an appropriate level of competition or 

lack thereof between defined rate regulation and other types of rate regulation would be 



advantageous.  For example, if three or more rate-regulated entities compete in a market, then the 

entity would usually be placed under market rate regulation.  A distinction between competition 

levels would provide guidelines to the IASB, the rate regulators, and the entities. 

 

(c) We do not believe that there are any features that should be added or omitted at this time; 

however, we believe that restructuring of sections 4.4 and 4.5 would be beneficial. We believe 

that consolidating sections 4.4 and 4.5 into one section would help connect the ideas of a 

regulatory pricing framework and a rate-setting framework into the defined rate regulation 

overview.  The revenue requirement from the rate-setting framework plays such an important 

role in defined rate regulation; including the revenue requirement in the introductory section 

would help reinforce its importance. 

 

Question #6 Paragraphs 4.62–4.72 contain an analysis of the rights and obligations that arise 

from the features of defined rate regulation. 

(a) Are there any additional rights or obligations that you think the IASB should consider? 

 Please specify and give reasons. 

(b)  Do you think that the IASB should develop specific accounting guidance or 

 requirements to account for the combination of rights and obligations described? Why or 

 why not? 

 

(a) Currently, we believe that there are not any additional rights or obligations that the IASB 

should consider.  We believe that the rights and obligations included in the DP suffice or exceed 

our expectations.  Specifically, the exclusive right to supply essential goods or services is critical 

because of the inclusion of the word ‘exclusive.’  As mentioned in the DP, not all essential goods 

or services are subject to defined rate regulation in every jurisdiction.  For example, food sold in 

grocery stores is an essential good to customers; however, enough competition exists in the 

market and enough of a supply of the food for there not to be any regulation of the pricing of 

food.  The market will take care of competitive pricing.  In addition, we believe that the level of 

ease that is used in production plays a major role in whether rate regulation is necessary.  For 

example, utilities that produce large amounts of power for a city require a large amount of capital 

and planning that goes into a power plant and power grid. 

 

(b) We believe the IASB should develop specific accounting guidance or requirements to 

account for the combination of rights and obligations described. Rate regulation creates a 

significantly different economic environment in comparison to non-rate-regulated entities.  As a 

result, significant differences will exist in the accounting methodology when preparing the 

financial statements of rate-regulated entities. Currently, the IASB has not spent a significant 

amount of time focusing on specific accounting guidelines on rate regulation.  Therefore, 

developing specific accounting guidance or accounting requirements would give financial 

statement users of rate-regulated entities a better picture of the entity’s financial performance 

(including future cash inflows) during the current period as well as additional periods in the 

future. 

  



 

Question #7 Section 5 outlines a number of possible approaches that the IASB could consider 

developing further, depending on the feedback received from this Discussion Paper. It 

highlights some advantages and disadvantages of each approach. 

 

(a) Which approach, if any, do you think would best portray the financial effects of 

 defined rate regulation in IFRS financial statements and is most likely to provide 

 the information that investors and lenders consider is most relevant to help 

 them make their investing and lending decisions? Please give reasons for your 

 answer? 

 

(b) Is there any other approach that the IASB should consider? If so, please specify 

 and explain how such an approach could provide investors and lenders with 

 relevant information about the financial effects of rate regulation. 

 

(c) Are there any additional advantages or disadvantages that the IASB should 

 consider before it decides whether to develop any of these approaches further? If 

 so, please describe them. 

 

If commenting on the asset/liability approach, please specify, if it is relevant, whether your 

comments reflect the existing definitions of an asset and a liability in the 

Conceptual Framework or the proposed definitions suggested in the Conceptual Framework 

Discussion Paper, published in July 2013. 

 

(a) We believe that the standard for rate regulation should be principles-based and include 

guidance for all rate-regulated frameworks that exist, and that this framework could potentially 

be created over time.  A wide variety of rate-regulated industries exist which include a cost-

based method; anincentive-based method; or a combination of the two, which is referenced as a 

‘hybrid’ framework.  In addition, we support a standard in which a combination of deferring and 

accelerating deferral accounts are used with the measurement and recognition of revenue and 

expenses.  However, we do believe that the revenue requirement overview mentioned in the DP 

plays a role when an entity has performed its obligations to a customer.  In our view, the revenue 

approach could be used in describing the amount to which an entity can recognize when a 

transaction with a customer has occurred. We believe that the IASB should develop an 

interpretation or modification of the current revenue recognition for entities because defined rate 

regulation creates an economic environment separate from one that is not rate-regulated. We 

support the concept that the current revenue requirements, per the current revenue standard, 

should apply to rate-regulated entities; but, guidance on the amount recognized over time would 

be beneficial.  The entities using this modified revenue recognition would have to meet the 

description defined by the IASB for a rate-regulated entity. 

 

(b) Currently, we are not aware of any other approaches that the IASB should consider.  We 

believe that the most practical approach is one that creates a regulatory deferral account balance.  

Our reasoning is that the use of regulatory deferral account balances enhances the users of 

financial statements’ comprehension and understanding of those financial statements.  In 



addition, it allows the rate-regulated entities to make disclosures that directly reference 

regulatory deferral account balances. 

 

(c) The IASB should consider the harsh disadvantages of disallowing the use of deferral accounts 

or not creating guidance with regards to defined rate regulation.  We believe that ambiguity 

would be created among the financial statements for entities that do not separate these regulatory 

deferral accounts.  In addition, costly disclosure requirements would result from not having 

deferral account balances.  Disclosures would be required because the goal of financial reporting 

is to provide financial statement users with accurate and relevant information.  Therefore, 

disclosure would be needed as rate-regulated entities have substantial differences in regards to 

the timing of recognition compared to non-rate-regulated entities. 

 

Question #8 Does your organisation carry out activities that are subject to defined rate 

regulation? If so, what operational issues should the IASB consider if it decides to develop any 

specific accounting guidance or requirements? 

 

As Master of Accounting students, our organization does not carry out activities that are subject 

to defined rate regulation.  However, we support the accelerated expense/revenue recognition 

method.  However, we do not support the development of the following methods: 

 Prohibiting the use of regulatory deferral account balances and only using disclosures 

 Reporting using regulatory accounting requirements 

 Recognizing the rights and obligations as intangible assets 

(Support for our decisions below) 

 

Regulatory deferral accounts help users better understand the effects of rate regulation on 

financial statements; prohibiting the use of regulatory deferral account balances will create more 

ambiguity to financial statement users.  The purpose of defined rate regulation is to recognize 

that it creates an economic environment that is significantly different than that of commercial 

goods and services, or non-rate-regulated entities.  The rights and obligations created by defined 

rate regulation are different in timing nature compared to that of an intangible asset. 

  



 

Question #9 If, after considering the feedback from this Discussion Paper and the Conceptual 

Framework project, the IASB decides to prohibit the recognition of regulatory deferral 

account balances in IFRS financial statements, do you think that the IASB should 

consider developing specific disclosure-only requirements? If not, why not? If so, please 

specify what type of information you think would be relevant to investors and lenders 

in making their investing or lending decisions and why. 

 

In our view, we believe that the IASB should not prohibit the use of regulatory deferral accounts 

because these type of accounts create consistency and relevancy among rate-regulated entities.  

Combining these accounts with operating accounts creates ambiguity and the potential for 

additional confusion.  We believe that if the IASB decides to prohibit these accounts, then the 

financial statements should include relevant disclosures where an entity is impacted by rate 

regulation because rate regulation creates a significant, distinguishable economic environment.  

Disclosures should include a description of changes in prices as well as the entities’ future plans 

regarding the means to recover funds or to spend funds in order to give the users of financial 

statements a picture of future cash flows.  We believe that disclosures should be required because 

financial statement users should be informed of the differences in cash flows that rate regulation 

creates.  Defined rate regulation creates a separate economic environment as discussed before; 

therefore, users of financial statements need to understand the impact of that environment. 

  



 

Question #10 Sections 2 and 6 discuss some of the information needs of users of general 

purpose financial statements. The IASB will seek to balance the needs of users of financial 

statements for information about the financial effects of rate regulation on an entity’s operations 

with concerns about obscuring the understandability of financial statements and the high 

preparation costs that can result from lengthy disclosures (see paragraph2.27). 

 

(a) If the IASB decides to develop specific accounting requirements for all entities that are 

 subject to defined rate regulation, to what extent do you think the requirements of IFRS 

 14 meet the information needs of investors and lenders? Is there any additional 

 information that you think should be required? If so, please specify and explain how 

 investors or lenders are likely to use that information. 

 

(b) Do you think that any of the disclosure requirements of IFRS 14 could be omitted or 

 modified in order to reduce the cost of compliance with the requirements, without 

 omitting information that helps users of financial statements to make informed investing 

 or lending decisions? If so, please specify and explain the reasons for your answer. 

 

IFRS 14 requires an entity to disclose information along with some of the risks of the rate 

regulated entity. Some of the disclosure requirements include: 

 A description of the rate-regulated activities and regulatory rate-setting process  

 The basis on which regulatory deferral account balances are recognized and  

measured initially and subsequently  

 A reconciliation of the carrying amount of each class of regulatory deferral account  

balance as of the beginning and end of the reporting period 

IFRS also requires a description of the rate-regulated activities and explanation of the future 

recognition or reversal of a regulatory deferral account. 
 
(a) We believe that the disclosure requirements required by IFRS 14 meet the basic fundamental 

needs of those who rely on financial statements. However, in addition to the disclosure 

requirements in IFRS 14, it needs to be understood that the users of financial statements require 

additional information. All users need to understand how the defined rate regulator functions for 

each activity that is rate regulated, along with the regulatory agreement. The financial statement 

users also need to understand the likelihood of change that could happen regarding the regulatory 

agreement. The risks associated with rate regulation, along with the calculations and ho those 

calculations are made, are important issues that financial statement users need to understand. In 

addition, the relationship between the regulator and the entity and the past history of the amount 

the entity has been able to recover from rate regulation are relevant as well. Rate regulation 

causes some entities to develop regulatory deferral balances that should be recorded on the 

statement of financial position. Financial statement users need to understand how these balances 

are calculated and the environment that makes these differences exist. 

 

  



Some of the additions and modifications to disclosures that we believe should be required 

include: 

 Estimating the impact of future cash flows 

 Financial stability and future stability 

 Efficiency of resources used of the rate-regulated entity 

 Regulatory stability 

 

Investors and lenders use the estimation of future cash flows along with valuation techniques in 

order to derive a value of what they believe the entity is worth. Investors and lenders also use 

ratios involving the future cash flows in order to understand the risks involved when making 

lending or investing decisions. Information about financial and future stability will help investors 

and lenders make more accurate predictions about the future of the entity. This will allow 

potential and current investors and lenders to make more predictable judgments which will better 

protect their own financial stability. Information about the efficiency of how resources are used 

by the rate-regulated entity will allow investors and lenders to understand how well the 

management of an entity is performing separate of the rate regulation. Rate regulation creates a 

unique economic environment, but that does not mean that management does not have an impact 

on the entity. These disclosures allow investors and lenders to understand the decisions made by 

management and the performance related to those decisions. Regulatory instability essentially 

consists of the possibility that the rate regulator could impose a rate that would cripple the entity 

being rate regulated. It is important for lenders and investors to know the power the rate 

regulator has and if the rate regulator could impose a price that would make a rate-regulated 

entity financially unsustainable. These disclosures would allow for lenders and investors to 

understand how risky the rate-regulated environment is and make decisions on how they will 

minimize the risk and ensure a return. 

 

(b) We do not believe that any of the disclosure requirements of IFRS 14 should be omitted.  

Modifications will be needed so that the IASB can make sure its disclosure requirements for 

rate-regulated entities are aligned with IFRS financial reporting standards.  In addition, we 

believe that modifications will be needed for reasons described in our response to (a). 

  



 

Question #11 IFRS 14 requires any regulatory deferral account balances that have been 

recognised to be presented separately from the assets and liabilities recognised in the statement 

of financial position in accordance with other Standards. Similarly, the net movements in 

regulatory deferral account balances are required to be presented separately from the items of 

income and expense recognised in the statement(s) of profit or loss and other comprehensive 

income. 

 

If the IASB develops specific accounting requirements that would apply to both existing IFRS 

preparers and first-time adopters of IFRS, and those requirements resulted in the recognition of 

regulatory balances in the statement of financial position, what advantages or disadvantages do 

you envisage if the separate presentation required by IFRS 14 was to be applied? 

 

We believe that separate presentation of regulatory deferral account balances will help financial 

statement users to better understand and comprehend how the effects of rate regulation 

distinguish both the revenue and expenses that an entity has reported and the associated effects 

on cash flows as well as financial position. 

We believe that specific advantages and disadvantages will arise when regulatory deferral 

account balances are presented separately from other assets and liabilities on the statement of 

financial position.  An advantage would be that the separate presentation would provide more 

useful information about the regulatory environment of the rate-regulated entity because this 

would provide comparable and relevant information. In addition, it could help enhance 

comparability between rate-regulated entities because they will be measured on a consistent 

basis.  However, potential disadvantages could occur that would provide setbacks such as being 

costly to entities to gather, verify, and prepare.  

 

Question #12 Section 4 describes the distinguishing features of defined rate regulation. This 

description is intended to provide a common starting point for a more focused discussion about 

whether this type of rate regulation creates a combination of rights and obligations for which 

specific accounting guidance or requirements should be developed. 

 

Paragraph 4.73 suggests that the existence of a rate regulator whose role and authority is 

established in legislation or other formal regulations is an important feature of defined rate 

regulation. Do you think that this is a necessary condition in order to create enforceable rights or 

obligations, or do you think that co-operatives or similar entities, which operate under self-

imposed rate regulation with the same features as defined rate regulation (see paragraphs 7.6–

7.9), should also be included within defined rate regulation? If not, why not? If so, do you think 

that such co-operatives should be included within the scope of defined rate regulation only if 

they are subject to formal oversight from a government department or other authorised body? 

 

We believe that the rate regulator, who is an external party and has authority, established by law 

or other enforceable regulation, is a feature that must exist for defined rate regulation to occur.  

This level of enforcement creates an environment that is truly different from an entity that is free 

from rate regulation.  The DP discusses co-operatives that are commonly self-regulated with 

setting their own prices for the goods and services in which they supply.  We recommend that 

co-operatives will not be included as a defined rate-regulated entity because an external rate 



regulator who has authority over the entity is not present.  In our opinion, a rate regulator is 

someone or some entity that: has authority to set prices; is an external party to the rate-regulated 

entities; and creates rights and obligations that are substantially different from rate regulators that 

do not have authority and is external to the rate-regulated entities. 

 

Question #13 Paragraphs 7.11–7.22 highlight some of the issues that the IASB may consider if it 

continues to progress this project. 

 

Do you have any comments or suggestions on these or any other issues that may or may not have 

been raised in this Discussion Paper that you think the IASB should consider if it decides to 

develop proposals for any specific accounting requirements for rate-regulated activities? 

 

We believe that the best option for the IASB, with its convergence of projects, is to be consistent. 

The DP refers to how rate regulators act on behalf of the customers. These customers are defined 

at the customer base, and the rate regulation could be understood as an implied contract. The DP 

mentions how in defined rate regulation, a difference could occur in the amount between the 

revenue requirement and the actual amounts that are billed to the customer base. The difference 

of the two is expected to be recovered in future billings to the customer base, which could be 

considered to be a variable consideration due to the uncertainty of the amount and time in which 

it will be recovered. The updated revenue standard (IFRS 15) restricts the recognition of variable 

consideration as revenue when the consideration is highly unlikely to be recovered. This 

guidance would support the regulated entity deferring the recognition of revenue and recognizing 

a related liability to reflect the reversal of the amounts that are expected to be reversed through 

future rate regulation reductions.  IFRS 15 also requires that an entity recognizes revenue when 

the entity satisfies a performance obligation as it transfers a promised good or service to the 

customer. The DP mentions that with defined rate regulation, a large number of the rate-

regulated activities do not involve the transfer of promised goods or services defined by the 

revenue requirement to the rate regulator of the customer base as the goods or services have 

already been transferred.  

 

Accordingly, it is unclear how revenue recognition proposed in the DP would be in accordance 

with IFRS 15. If the IASB decides to create specific IFRS requirements involving the deferral 

accounts stated throughout our response, it should look to form a modified version of IFRS 15 

for rate-regulated activities. We believe that the IASB should try adapting the same principles 

from IFRS 15 as this would create more relevant and consistent financial reporting for users.  

 

 

 

 


